GOOD MORNING!

SAP Business
Technology Platform
And why it is more relevant
than ever before!

Intelligent, Sustainable
Enterprise

Enable every
Enterprise
to become an
Intelligent,
Sustainable
Enterprise

Industry-specific
end-to-end processes
Business Process Management

Enterprise resource Management
Spend Management
Human capital management
Customer relationship management
Business Network

Industry Cloud

Experience Management

Planning

Business Technology Platform
App Dev

Integration

Data and Analytics

AI
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Intelligent, Sustainable
Enterprise

SAP BTP is the
foundation of
the
Intelligent,
Sustainable
Enterprise

Industry-specific
end-to-end processes
Business Process Management

Enterprise resource Management
Spend Management
Human capital management
Customer relationship management
Business Network

Industry Cloud

Experience Management

Planning

Business Technology Platform
App Dev

Integration

Data and Analytics

AI
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Critical
Digitalization
Challenges
Organizations
Fail to
Innovate at
the Speed the
Business
Demands
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“Forecast Analysis: Low-Code Development Technologies,” 22 January 2021, Fabrizio Biscotti, Paul Vincent, Jason Wong, Laurie Wurster. GARTNER is the trademark
and service mark of Gartner Inc., and/or its affiliates and has been used herein with permission. All rights reserved.
"Employees Are Accessing More and More Business Apps, Study Finds,” The Wall Street Journal, 07 February, 2019, Angus Loten.

Rapidly evolving customer
requirements accelerating
demand for cloud solutions

Limited development
resources, Inhibiting
digitalization

Complex IT landscapes,
with a growing number of
applications maintained by
companies

“The pandemic is
accelerating cloud
demand, with 59% of
enterprises expecting
cloud use to exceed
plans due to COVID-19.”

“Lack of skills was
cited as the numberone challenge in a
recent Gartner
Research Circle survey,
and CIOs identified the
‘lack of skills and
resources’ as the
biggest barrier to
success.”

Large companies
maintain
129 different
applications on
average, with the total
number increasing by
68% since 2015.

Low-Code/No-Code unleashes hidden workforce in companies
Citizen
Developer

Pro
Developer

Citizen
Developer

Citizen
Developer

Citizen
Developer

Citizen
Developer

Citizen
Developer

Pro
Developer

Citizen
Developer

Meet the Growing Application Need
Scale Development by Empowering More Employees

Professional developer
§

High

Professional developer

§

Citizen developer

Development democratization

Pro-code

Low-code
Application volume

No-code
High

§

Understands the concept of a development
lifecycle, testing, and versioning

§

Ensures governance and security

Citizen developer

Low
Low

Uses tools of choice to create cloud native
applications and reusable services
Designs, develops, deploys, tests,
and hands over to production

§

Creates and publishes low-code/no-code
apps and customizations with close links to
business contexts

§

Is unaware of testing, go-live, versioning, and
termination but learns through citizen
development education

§

Ensures governance and security through ITsanctioned tools and platform-supported
processes

Why LowCode/No-Code
Application
Development?
Bringing business
and IT together to
deliver new
innovations
and solve the most
complex business
challenges.

ENHANCED ROI

INCREASED ADOPTION

FASTER TIME TO VALUE

by optimizing existing
investments using
simplified integrations
from SAP

of new processes and
applications

using support for best
practices with
industry- and LoBspecific prebuilt
content

MAXIMIZE SPEED/AGILITY

GREATER COLLABORATION

REDUCED TOTAL COST

through accelerated
delivery

through codevelopment between
business and IT

of development
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Visual modeling is faster
It just is!
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First time Right
through co-development between
business and IT
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SAP Supports Your Low-Code/No-Code Strategy

SAP Process Automation

Process manager
Process mining

Process

Form

Intelligence

Advanced workflow

Business rules

Automations

Integrated process insights
and customer sentiments

Experience
management

■

New citizen automation user experience (process builder, forms builder)

■

All advanced workflow management capabilities available (rules, process visibility, process flexibility, AI)

■

Embedded RPA capabilities to readily combine bot automations with workflows

■

Content and reusable artifacts (such as bots, workflow components, process steps, actions)

■

Unified launchpad and task center for citizen developer applications and automations

Task center

Process visibility

Citizen
app dev

Pro-code
app dev

One Lobby across Process Automation &
Application Development

Citizen developer
workflow and
automation in
ONE product
experience

One Process Builder combining Workflow steps
with Automations in a simple intuitive language

One Process Project with a simple life cycle and
fast time to value across all artifacts

Embedded AI capabilities with immersive modeling
experience to add intelligent automations into process
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SAP AppGyver and SAP Business Application Studio
SAP AppGyver

SAP Business Application Studio

Empowers business users and citizen developers to deliver
pixel-perfect standalone apps and extensions in a full nocode composition environment

Standalone and SAP
App Extensions

Extensive UI Component,
Theming and Layout,
Fiori, native web

Development continuum
Citizen Dev à Pro Dev

Multi-channel
Support, Mobile & Web

Boosts development productivity for pro developers
with a low-code experience based on the SAP opinionated
technology (CAP, Fiori, UI5, HANA and more)

Service modeling w/
simplified cloud application
programming model

Visual process
management &
Business Logic

Service center for API
discovery &
consumption

Enterprise Grade DevOps
governance on BTP

Formulas for Data Transformation
Visual data modelling with Visual Cloud

REST and OData API connectivity

Functions*

Key Capabilities
of SAP AppGyver

Visual Business Logic

No-Code Drag & Drop UI with
customizable components

Multiplatform Support
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*Q2 release see SAP AppGyver Roadmap (Items 1 and 2)

https://saphanacafenl.podbean.com/

SAP Business Technology
Platform for Sustainability
Making a difference should be part
of making a profit. When you can
see every source in your supply
chain, you can see who protects
both people and planet.
SAP Business Technology
Platform is the foundation
for a sustainable enterprise
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“There are no passengers on spaceship earth.
We are all crew.”
—Marshall McLuhan

“Nobody made a greater mistake than he who
did nothing because he could do only a little.”
—Edmund Burke

An estimated 30% of all food produced
globally is lost or goes to waste

Data analytics which leverage scenario
modelling and what-if analysis provide realtime data to identify and eliminate food
wastage across value chains.

77% of businesses believe that buying local
could help tackle climate change

Spend analytics inform the strategy for
global vs local sourcing to balance cost
drivers with social/environmental impacts.

From 1990 to 2015, the richest 10% of the world’s
population were responsible for 52% of cumulative
carbon emissions, but the poorest 50% were
responsible for just 7% of cumulative emissions

Carbon footprint analytics enable
organizations to harmonize, allocate and
calculate green house emissions.

From growing the cotton to the dyeing process, it
can take an estimated 20,000 litres of water to
make just one pair of jeans and one t-shirt

Data models correlate and visualize key data
sources including usage, time of day, etc.,
demonstrating significant potential water
consumption savings.

ANALYTICS
Data-driven insights and
predictions

Companies in the top quartile for gender
diversity were 25% more likely to
outperform industry-median EBIT growth
than bottom-quartile companies

Enterprise-wide sustainability performance
management integrated with Human
Experience solutions provides insights on
diversity & inclusion.

40 million people worldwide are estimated
to be trapped in modern slavery: 1/4 of
them are children, and almost 3/4 (71%) are
women and girls

Fragmented data sets from numerous
applications can be integrated to provide a
holistic view of modern slavery across the
value chain

If we are determined to eradicate modern
slavery, then 10,000 people a day for a
decade need to be freed to end slavery

Supplier risk management connected with
sourcing provide visibility of the risk of
human rights abuses.

For every 100k$ spent on social procurement,
1.5 jobs are created for vulnerable and
disadvantaged job seekers

Spend analytics integrated with sourcing
provide opportunities to drive spend with
diverse and minority-owned businesses

INTEGRATION
Connect critical data and
processes

An estimated 700 million people are working
but not earning enough to lift themselves
and their families out of poverty

Blockchain-backed business networks
create transparency of price builds and
margins in relation to workers’ pay

Global data indicates that the vast majority of
adults with autism are either unemployed
or underemployed, with estimates ranging to
as high as 85%

Technology platforms can be built using AI
and ML to match candidates with
neurodiverse talents to existing job postings

8 million tons of plastic waste end up in oceans
every year

Customized solutions can provide a life cycle
view into costs and environmental impact of
design choices for products and packaging.

83% of C-suite leaders and investment
professional expect that ESG programs will
contribute more shareholder value in 5 years than
today

Build automated, timely and auditable ESG
reporting against a variety of regulations,
standards and ratings

EXTENSIBILITY
Build and enhance
business processes

THANKS!

